UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL

DEPARTMENT UNIFORM CLASSES

SWORN UNIFORM CLASSES:

I. Class “A” Uniform; all ranks.

Class “A” is required for dress/parade events or as directed by the Chief of Police.

a. Long sleeve uniform shirt with appropriate insignia.
   1. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue, 100% wool; UD20W9586

b. Uniform trousers.
   1. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue, 100% wool; 32289

c. Uniform tie and tie bar.

d. Name tag; gold with black lettering

e. Gun belt with authorized equipment. When conducting administrative and/or staff duties or during public appearances when wearing the dress jacket, a plain clothes style belt, hostler and ammunition holder may be worn. Leather or simulated leather shall be black basket weave.

f. Uniform shoes (black leather or equivalent).

g. Dress hat with appropriate insignia and embroidery, if applicable.
   1. Specs as defined by the Chief of Police
   
   2. The hat badge will be provided by the department but will remain the property of the department and returned upon separation.

h. Dress Jacket with appropriate rank insignia. Wear shall be at the discretion of the Chief.
   1. Sinatra or United Uniforms “Ike” jacket, LAPD Blue, 100% wool
II. Class “B” Uniform; all ranks.

Class B may be worn for all duty assignments, unless otherwise directed by a patrol supervisor.

a. Long or short sleeve uniform shirt with appropriate insignia
   1. Long Sleeve
      a. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue, Poly/Rayon blend, washable;
   2. Short sleeve
      a. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue, 100% wool; UD70R9586
      b. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue, Poly/Rayon blend, washable;

b. Uniform trousers
   a. Flying Cross, LAPD Blue Poly/wool blend; washable; 47289

c. Duty jacket with appropriate insignia (optional according to weather and/or air temperature).

d. Black crew neck T-shirt.

e. Approved footwear.

f. Gun belt with appropriate equipment.

g. Rain suit (wet weather only).

h. Approved baseball-style cap. For use only during inclement weather or prolonged outdoor assignment.
   1. Navy Blue wool baseball cap with gold embroidered “POLICE” in 1” block lettering

III. Class “C” Uniform; all ranks.

Class “C” provides a durable wash and wear Patrol Duty Uniform (PDU) for Class B applications and may be worn for all regular duty assignments, unless otherwise directed by a patrol supervisor.

a. Uniform shirt
   1. Long sleeve
      i. 5.11, PDU Class B, Midnight Blue, Poly/cotton blend; 72345-750
   2. Short sleeve
      i. 5.11, PDU Class B, Midnight Blue, Poly/cotton blend; 71177-724
3. An optional black cloth name tag may be utilized; ½” gold block lettering, last name only
4. Metal badge is required

b. Uniform trousers
   1. 5.11, PDU Class A, Midnight Blue, Poly/cotton blend; 74426-750

IV. Class “D” Uniform; all ranks.

Class “D” is a Battle Dress Uniform (BDU) or tactical style, washable uniform that is authorized for special projects involving an increased level of physical activity or risk of soilage.

a. Unless otherwise directed, Class “D” is an authorized uniform for CRU deployments, crowd control and as approved by a watch commander.

1. BDU may be a single tactical cover-all or a two-piece BDU, dark Navy blue in color with appropriate rank insignia.
   i. Two-piece BDU
      a. 511 uniform shirt, LAPD Blue, Poly/cotton Rip-Stop; 72002-724
      b. 511 uniform pant, LAPD Blue, Poly/cotton Rip-Stop; 74003-724
   ii. One-piece BDU
      a. 511
   iii. Black cloth name tag, ½” block lettering, last name only
   iv. Department issue CSU cloth badge sewn on above left breast pocket.
   v. Black crew neck T-shirt.
   vi. Gun belt with appropriate equipment.
   vii. Approved footwear.
   viii. Helmet with face shield (as directed).

b. The pant legs will not be bloused.

c. Two-piece BDU shirts shall be tucked into the trousers at all times.

d. No partial uniforms will be worn while on duty.
V. Bike Uniform; all ranks.

A. This uniform shall be optional wear for those officers assigned bike patrol duties.

1. Shorts
   a. Dark Navy 5.11 Taclite Pro Short, Style # 73287
   b. Dark Navy 5.11 Patrol Short, Style # 43057

2. Pants
   a. Dark Navy Bratwear Comfort Stretch Summer Bike Pant, without pad, Style # P-SCM2LT
   b. NY Blue Olympic Extreme Stretch Pant, Style # EXTL11 or EXTW22

3. Shirt
   a. Dark Navy Bratwear short sleeve shirt polo, item # SHT-PISELF with embroidered name tag: item # EMBNTAG/O (for each officer).
      i. "POLICE 12-1/2" Reflective silver on back. Arm patches provided by department to be stitched.
      ii. Cloth badge provided by department
   b. NY Blue Olympic Uniforms Class A Polo shirt, CoolMax blend, Style # CMB342 with embroidered name tag.
      i. "POLICE 12-1/2" Reflective silver on back. Arm patches provided by department to be stitched.
      ii. Cloth badge provided by department.

4. Jacket
   a. Bratwear Bike Jacket, Black/Black/Black, Item # JPJNZ12
      i. "POLICE 12-1/2" Reflective silver on back; RT Yoke: "POLICE" 1-1/4"X5" reflective silver patch to be applied on right shoulder above embroidered name tag. Reflective lettering at front and back. Item # reflec F/B/O
      ii. Badge to be applied on left.

5. Shoes – all black athletic shoes

4. Socks – all black athletic socks

5. Gun belt with appropriate equipment

6. Authorized bike helmet -Black
DEPARTMENT NON-UNIFORM SPECIFICATIONS

A. POLO SHIRT USAGE:

1. The department non-uniform polo shirt can be worn by Sacramento State Police sworn personnel, retired Sacramento State Police personnel, Sacramento State Police part time officers, dispatch personnel and others authorized by the Chief of Police. **Civilians that do not meet these criteria are not authorized to wear the shirt.**

2. The department non-uniform polo shirt is optional attire and is authorized to be worn for the following use:

   a. Department represented events in a non-uniform capacity including (but not limited to):

      (1) Job fairs

      (2) Meetings (on and off campus when representing the Sacramento State Police Department)

      (3) Sacramento State sponsored events (on and off campus)

   b. Department authorized administrative duties

   c. Department represented training classes (on and off campus)

   d. Non-uniformed dispatch duties (as authorized by the Records Supervisor)

   e. Additional assignments as authorized by the Chief of Police or Watch Commander.

B. POLO SHIRT SPECIFICATIONS:

1. The following polo shirt is authorized for non-uniformed departmental use:

   a. Port Authority brand Pique Knit Sport Shirt (7 oz. heavyweight pique, 100% ring spun combed cotton, garment washed with no shirt pocket), number K420

   b. Gold California State University (department authorized) police badge and “Sacramento State” embroidered in gold (matching the department police star), located below the star patch in ¼” brush
c. For dispatch personnel, the word “Communications” in gold ½” brushed text font can be embroidered on the left side chest area of the shirt.

C. NON-UNIFORM PANTS

1. Pants shall be solid color Black, Khaki or Navy in color. No shorts or Capri pants may be worn.

D. NON-UNIFORM FOOTWEAR

1. Footwear shall consist of dress shoes, loafers, boots, or athletic shoes appropriate for an office environment.